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No Consumer Confidence Contagion in Asia, Middle East and Africa

The global recession has galvanised governments in
the Asia/Pacific, Middle East and Africa (APMEA)
region into action like never before. Interest rates
have been cut aggressively across the region (made
easier by falling inflation); and fiscal spending has
been increased massively to boost growth and
mitigate the collapse of exports. Fiscal spending, in
relation to GDP, has been especially large in China,
Australia, Malaysia, Korea and Singapore.

course, always uncertain. Thus, confidence is as
important as interest rates, price movement, and
effective demand in affecting investment and
cosumption decisions; and thereby the momentum of
the business cycle; whether it is on the up or down
swing.

Confidence, however, it not a private matter. Just as
there is an income multiplier, there is also a
confidence multiplier. A confidence multiplier comes
into play when people are affected by the level of
To a large extent the effectiveness of monetary
confidence seen in other people. It is in this sense
easing and fiscal spending in boosting economic
that confidence is a public, and not a private, matter.
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they believe the majority of people are doing. This
prospects of a stronger recovery, at least in the near
simple insight is apparently behind President
term.
Obama’s success in his campaign in getting more
Confidence (both consumer and business) has been
referred to by John Maynard Keynes as the
“animalspirit” without which a decision can never be
made in the face of uncertainty. And the future is, of

Americans to come out to vote. His campaign
organisers pushed the message that “a record turn
out is expected”. The more the message was seen,
the more people who did not vote before decided
that perhaps they too should vote, since so many

downturn as we are seeing today. As we are
approaching mid-year, GDP data from Q1 are being
announced; and they are all gloomy. For example,
in the eurozone, the economy contracted in Q1 at an
annualised rate of almost 10%; and about 6% in the
The point is that a powerful motivator for people to
US, over 15% in Japan, and an astonishing 16% in
switch from behaving one way to behaving in
Europe’s strongest economy, Germany.
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shows that in Asia/Pacific
be doubly strong. Recent research in behavioral
consumer sentiments have become slightly more
economics has uncovered that we have an
pessimistic compared with the last survey. While
asymmetric response to financial gains and losses.
consumers in the Middle East and Africa are still
It turns out that our satisfaction of knowing that we
optimistic, their optimism has also weakened (50
have avoided losing $100 is double that of having
denotes neutral outlook, 100 being most optimistic,
gained a $100. In other words, avoiding a loss takes
and 0 being most pessimistic).
priority over gaining the same amount.
Under
people are planning to do it. And, of course, it turned
out that most of these new voters voted for Obama;
something his campaign organisers knew.

conditions of market volatility and uncertainty, which
typify the downswing of a business cycle, this
asymmetric response means that we are more
concerned with, as matter of principle, avoiding
financial losses than realising financial gains. In fact,
the potential gain realised has to be exactly twice
that of the potential loss avoided for the consumer to
view the two as being equal.
This asymmetric response could blunt the effects of
the confidence multiplier, especially during a severe

In Asia/Pacific, there appears to be a sharp divide
between markets where consumers are more
confident that their domestic economies are more
capable of weathering the global storm versus those
where such confidence is absent. The former
include China, India and Vietnam. Apart from these
three markets, all others are stuck in pessimism. In
the Middle East and Africa region, three markets
have also slipped into pessimism; Egypt, Kuwait,
and UAE.

Consumer Confidence: 2H 2008 vs 1H 2009
(Source MasterCard Worldwide)
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In Asia Pacific, historically China and India have
the strongest levels of consumer confidence in the
region.
As shown in the chart, consumer
confidence in China has declined significantly
since the beginning of 2008; though remaining
optimistic; it is now at the lowest level since 1999.

Similarly, the other chart shows that consumer
confidence in India has also declined sharply
since hitting a peak in mid-2008; although there
has been a slight improvement in the latest
survey compared with the outlook seen in late
2008.

Complementing the consumer confidence data are

property, cars, and consumer durables; investment,

survey results on households’ precautionary savings.

children’s education, and for one’s own retirement.

Precautionary savings is distinct from other forms of

When households save for these reasons, the savings

savings.

Household savings are often meant for

are merely postponed consumption and spending.

specific purchases and spending later, especially

However, when households save for precautionary

when large ticket item purchases are involved. Typical

reasons because they feel more insecure about future

reasons for savings in this regard include purchase of

income and employment; or simply because of a

sense of rising anxiety generally; such savings are
simply taken out of the household’s consumption

Precautionary Savings: 2H 2008 vs 1H 2009
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Precautionary

savings clearly have gone up in both Asia Pacific and
the Middle East and Africa. In Asia Pacific, they have
declined in only five of the 14 markets: Australia, New
Zealand, China, Japan, and Korea. In the Middle East
and Africa, only in one out of the seven markets
surveyed, Egypt, has precautionary savings been
reduced.
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Overall, households in the entire region

clearly have become more concerned with their future
prospects of income and employment.
The conclusion, based on the evidence, is clear; there
will be no “confidence contagion” in the APMEA region
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in the next six months, at least.
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